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What Is PCB Assembly?
Many people use the terms “printed circuit board” and “printed circuit board 
assembly” interchangeably. Although related, “printed circuit board” refers to the 
product, while “printed circuit board assembly” refers to the process.

Printed circuit boards (PCBs) are rigid, flexible, or rigid-flex substrates that use 
conductive traces, pads, and other etched elements to support and facilitate 
connections between electrical and electronic components. Printed circuit board 
assembly refers to the process of attaching and soldering the components onto 
the PCB, forming a functional component that can be incorporated into electronic 
devices. A fully assembled circuit board is known as a printed circuit board 
assembly (PCBA).

As a complex and multi-step process, PCB assembly must be performed with 
a high level of accuracy and close attention to detail to ensure the success of 
the device it supports. The following resource provides an overview of PCB 
assembly for the medical industry, including typical applications, industry-specific 
considerations to bear in mind during the PCB design and construction process, and 
qualities to look for in an ideal manufacturing partner.
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Medical Applications of PCB 
Assembly
Electronic devices and diagnostic tools for medical use must be engineered 
for exceptional precision, long life cycles, and reliable performance to ensure 
the safety and well-being of patients. Medical manufacturers meet these 
requirements by integrating high-quality PCBAs into their products. Over the years, 
improvements in the design, manufacturing, and testing of PCBAs have enabled 
manufacturers to achieve greater accuracy from measuring instruments, increased 
flexibility in the design and delivery of treatments, and faster information 
exchange among medical personnel.

Some examples of medical technologies that rely on PCB assemblies include:

• Blood pressure monitors

• Body temperature devices

• Cochlear implants

• Drug delivery systems

• EMG activity systems

• Handheld monitors

• Heart monitors

• Imaging and diagnostic 
equipment

• Neurostimulators

• Pacemakers
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Given the critical nature of the applications they support, medical PCB assemblies 
must meet extremely strict quality and cleanliness standards. Furthermore, with 
the current trend toward smaller and lighter medical devices, the PCB assembly 
process often involves tightly packing multiple connections onto a small surface 
to ensure that the completed assembly will fit within compact spaces. Many 
important considerations go into designing and assembling these small yet dense 
layouts. Below, we provide an overview of some of these factors and how your PCB 
assembly partner can help you navigate them.

Key Considerations for Medical PCB 
Assembly
Medical equipment and devices are designed and constructed according to 
some of the strictest and most rigorous manufacturing guidelines. An integral 
component of these technologies, PCBs must be assembled according to the 
same high standards. Whether your electronic device will be used for treatment, 
research, or training purposes, consider the following factors for PCB design 
and assembly:

Safety:

When it comes to the design and assembly of PCBs for medical 
purposes, safety is one of the most important concerns. Many 
medical devices are used directly on or inside the patient, making 
any type of circuitry malfunction extremely dangerous and 
potentially life-threatening. These devices and their supporting 
components must be engineered to protect the safety of the 
patient, even when exposed to liquids, shock, or temperature 
extremes. A PCB fabricator who is familiar with the importance of 
a highly reliable PCB design can work with you to address specific 
concerns and provide a solution that minimizes safety risks.
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Predictability/Reliability:

Robust and well-designed PCBs play a central role in making 
sophisticated medical devices and equipment more predictable 
and reliable. Both qualities are essential to ensuring the device can 
be trusted to operate as intended and deliver consistent outcomes.

Regulatory Compliance:

Medical devices must meet strict standards related to their 
specific function and the type of environment in which they will 
be used. Working with a PCB manufacturer who is familiar with 
these standards is key to making sure your device is compliant 
with all relevant regulatory requirements. Given the importance 
of component tracking in the medical field, a qualified PCB 
manufacturer should be able to provide detailed records of testing 
procedures and inspection processes involved in the assembly 
process.

Production Timeline:

For medical devices, developing a product and bringing it to market 
as quickly as possible is critical to its profitability. With electronic 
medical devices, the product development timeline depends on the 
speed and efficiency of the PCB manufacturing and testing process. 
Choosing a PCB manufacturer who is capable of accommodating 
tight timelines can help minimize your product’s time-to-market.
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Usability:

It is important to achieve a balance between functionality and usability 
to make your product desirable to medical practitioners and other users. 
Medical devices often have specialized designs and unique physical 
attributes that make them both practical and easy to operate. Choosing a 
PCB manufacturer that can accommodate these design considerations gives 
you the flexibility to ensure your device delivers maximum value and utility. 

Cleanliness:

Since PCBs are essential to the operation of electronic devices, it is critical 
to ensure that they can function without fault. Inorganic salts, acids, and 
other residues left behind during the manufacturing and soldering process 
can increase the PCB assembly’s susceptibility to corrosion, causing your 
electrical device to degrade over time and potentially fail without warning.

Quality:

Cleaning and contaminant removal operations improve the reliability of 
the PCB assembly, which translates to a more dependable and consistent 
medical device. It is important to choose a PCB manufacturer who can 
guarantee a high level of cleanliness in their products.
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Medical PCB Assembly Checklist
As outlined above, there are many factors to consider when designing and 
constructing a medical PCB assembly to ensure it works as intended. The key 
questions to ask yourself include:

How to Choose the Right PCB 
Assembly Manufacturer
In the medical field, well-designed PCBs are an integral part of the electronic 
devices and tools that enable critical medical procedures and enhance patient lives. 
Designing and assembling PCBs for these devices is a sophisticated and specialized 
process requiring a high skill level and close adherence to the industry’s strict 
cleanliness, safety, and quality standards. While meeting these requirements can 
be difficult for medical device manufacturers, an experienced and knowledgeable 
PCBA partner familiar with the medical field’s unique challenges can help ensure 
devices operate as safely and efficiently as possible.

Is the product design sufficiently safe for users/use?

What levels of operational predictability and reliability are required?

Are there any applicable regulatory guidelines that must be met?

Is the product design both functional and usable?

Does the product design meet the relevant cleanliness standards?

What is the project timeline/deadline?

Do I have the right PCB Assembly Manufacturer?
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Some of the qualities to look for in an ideal PCB assembly manufacturer include:

• Extensive experience and expertise. The PCB assembly 
manufacturer you choose should have the knowledge and skills to meet your 
project needs. Additionally, they  should have past experience designing and 
manufacturing PCBAs for applications similar to your own. The insight gained 
from this experience can help them help you avoid mistakes during the 
planning and execution stages.

• Sufficient capabilities and capacities. Your PCB assembly 
provider should have the equipment and employees necessary to 
accommodate your specific product and production requirements, including 
with regard to design, material, and volume.

• Turnkey solutions. Partnering with a PCB assembly manufacturer who 
offers turnkey solutions benefits you in many ways. As one company handles 
the entire process, from prototype to production to delivery, you generally 
only have to maintain communications with one point of contact, making 
it easier and quicker to have your questions answered and your concerns 
addressed. Additionally, you often have better oversight over the project, 
greater control over the quality of the final products, and shorter fulfillment 
and delivery wait times.
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PGF Technology Group is a contract manufacturer specializing in printed circuit 
board assemblies, cable and wire harnesses, and panel and enclosure wiring. 
Equipped with over 50 years of experience, state-of-the-art machinery, and 
a deep understanding of the critical nature of the medical industry, we can 
produce durable and reliable PCB solutions that meet some of the most exacting 
technical specifications and strictest quality standards. Below, we list some of the 
certifications we meet that demonstrate our ability to provide dependable PCB 
assemblies for the medical field and 
other highly regulated industries:

• ISO 9001:2015 quality certification

• ISO 13485:2016 quality certification

• IPC 610 & 620 and IPC J-STD-001D 
Class 2 & 3 certification

• UL 508A compliance

We are more than a PCB manufacturer. In addition to our PCB assembly 
capabilities, we offer full turnkey product manufacturing capabilities, component 
sourcing, board fabrication, programming, testing, inspection, serialization and 
a broad selection of other value-added services to ensure customers receive the 
right circuitry solution for their needs.

For more information about our PCB assembly capabilities or how we serve the 
medical industry, contact us today. To discuss your PCBA requirements with one of 
our experts, request a quote.

Why Choose PGF Technology 
Group for Your Medical PCB 
Assembly Needs?
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About PGF Technology
PGF Technology Group is a contract manufacturer for printed circuit boards, 
cables and wire harness assemblies. Established in 1970, PGF prides itself on the 
guarantee to unsurpassed quality, service, and extremely competitive pricing.

Our commitment to technology is clearly evident in the latest wide range of state 
of the art machinery and equipment. This truly allows our customers to explore 
pushing the envelope and advance their product with confidence in PGF to deliver.

What is unique about PGF? Our new customers find the answer to this question 
very early on upon experiencing their first working relationship with us. Our repeat 
customers become addicted to a level of service with attention to details second to 
none.

We are your solution provider.

To know more about us and experience firsthand the PGF difference, contact us 
today.

We are waiting to hear from you.

Contact Us
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PGF Technology Group, Inc.

2993 Technology Drive, Rochester Hills, MI 48309
Phone (800) 342-0422
PGFTech.com
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